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Cat-Nr: TCHALLENGE

The Challenge

Artikel info:-

Tibet meets Wladimir jogging. He can&#39;t keep his mouth
shut and he provokes Wladimir as he passes. This was surely
deliberate as he had already announced in &quot;Outdoor
Wrestling Fantasies 4&quot; that he would challenge the
Fightplace king. And he should have the potential too, since
he is a thoroughly hard and well toned soccer player.
Wladimir had also already heard that Tibet wanted to
challenge him. Therefore this meeting was like an invitation
for an immediate trial of strength between these boys. After
Tibet&#39;s verbal attacks, as they are already on the way to
a nearby meadow, they begin to fight at once. It becomes
immediately apparent that this is a fight where no holds are
barred; the Fightplace title is at stake. They decide to fight in a
boxing ring for maximum freedom of movement. Wladi fights
in his tight underpants and Tibet in a thong. The atmosphere
is electric when they enter the boxing ring, and after oiling
themselves briefly they begin their match. After only a few
minutes the fight already becomes so hot that Tibet tears off
Wladi&#39;s pants. This however doesn&#39;t bother Wladi.
Quite the opposite; everybody who already knows him is
aware that he enjoys fighting nude. Wladi takes his revenge
with hard ball grabs and makes Tibet his boy toy. In return,
however, Tibet also uses every trick that he has learned
during his short time with Fightplace. Exciting and hot action
in this roughly one-hour long submission session. And we
won&#39;t disclose here whether or not Wladimir managed to
defend his title!

Play length approx: 60 min.

Price :  25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options The Challenge :

shipping method
Download SD, DVD Shipping.

In catalog since Wednesday 20 July, 2011
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